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CDSSG Social Media Guidelines Policy 

1 Introduction 

What is social media? 
Social media is the term given to web-based tools and applications which enable users to create and share content 
(words, images and video content), and network with each other through the sharing of information, opinions, 
knowledge and common interests.  
 
CDSSG uses various social media platforms for service delivery.  Key staff and volunteers routinely operate those 
platforms, addressing both public and private audiences, to share information about the charity’s work with its 
membership and to the general public about CDSSG activities, fundraising and awareness raising projects.  

 

Why do we use social media? 
Social media is essential to the success of communicating CDSSG's work. It is important for some staff to participate 
in social media to engage with our audience, participate in relevant conversations and raise the profile of CDSSG’s 
work. 

 

Why do we need a social media policy? 
The difference between a personal and professional opinion can be blurred on social media, particularly if you're 
discussing issues relating to CDSSG's work. While we encourage the use of social media, we have certain standards, 
outlined in this policy, which we require everyone to observe. Publication and commentary on social media carry 
similar obligations to any other kind of publication or commentary in the public domain. 
 
Ensuring professional conduct by CDSSG representatives whilst discharging their role on social media is of 

paramount importance. This document outlines the expectation of its key staff and volunteers as they undertake 

administration and moderator roles when acting on CDSSG’s behalf on social media and acknowledges the need to 

keep up to date with the rapid updates in functionality made by the social media platform providers, the need to be 

dynamic in responding to those changes and prompt to assimilate into practice. 

This policy also sets out guidelines on how social media should be used to support the delivery and promotion of 
CDSSG and the use of social media by staff in both a professional and personal capacity. It sets out what you need to 
be aware of when interacting in these spaces and is designed to help admin and moderators support and expand our 
official social media channels, while protecting the charity and its reputation and preventing any legal issues. 
 
This policy is intended for all key staff members, volunteers and trustees and applies to content posted on both a 
CDSSG device and a personal device. Before engaging in work-related social media activity, admin and moderators 
must read this policy.  

 

Point of contact for social media 
Angie Emrys-Jones is the Social Media Lead (SML) and is responsible for overseeing the day-to-day publishing, 
monitoring and management of our social media channels. If you have specific questions about any aspect of these 
channels, speak to the SML. No other staff member can post content on CDSSG's official channels without the 
permission of the SML, approved by the Board of Trustees. 
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2 Definitions 

As described in the introduction, CDSSG uses the following social media channels: 

❖ Facebook 

❖ Facebook Messenger 

❖ Instagram 

❖ Twitter 

❖ YouTube 

Public and Private social media forums: 

❖ Private (closed) groups on Facebook are for only registered CDSSG members to join, with exception of 

preapproved service providers or key personnel who have been agreed as appropriate honorary members by 

the CDSSG committee, these people should fill in the membership form and adhere to the same policies as 

the rest of the CDSSG membership. 

❖ Public CDSSG Pages are open to all members of the public, everywhere with or without CDSSG membership  

Key staff and volunteers: 

❖ Persons authorised by CDSSG to operate social media profiles on CDSSG social media platforms to 

disseminate information to the membership and or public, on behalf of the charity as either admins or 

moderators. For ease, this document will use the term ‘admins and or moderators’ for key staff and volunteers 

throughout. 

Admins and Moderators: 

❖ Designated roles authorised by CDSSG undertaken by staff and volunteers to  

a) disseminate information to CDSSG members and the public about matters such as fundraising, support 

opportunities and awareness projects  

b) Practice consistent operation of Facebook Groups, maintaining content is appropriate  

c) Vetting new member requests to join the closed Facebook Groups 

d) Posting either prospective or retrospective information around private CDSSG events on the public and 

private social media platforms appropriately, remembering at all times not to identify vulnerable members 

by location, personal info etc 

e) Moderating posts and conversation threads posted both within the closed private groups and on the public 

facing pages 

f) Tweet on behalf of the charity to promote fundraising for CDSSG 

g) Make Instagram posts on behalf of the charity to promote our work 

h) Post videos of the charity’s work to YouTube, will full restrictions in place and comments switched off 

CDSSG Members  

❖ Persons whom have formally joined CDSSG by returning a completed and signed membership form to the 

Co-ordinator in order to have had their details securely added to the CDSSG membership database. Not all 

members of CDSSG membership have access to social media accounts.  

 

On rare occasions when the need for support is acute there may be a brief period when a new parent(s) may 

be admitted to the private group before a membership form can be processed. These instances should be as 

thoroughly vetted as much as possible and be either a solid referral made by statutory services or a reliable 

personal link to the new member by a current CDSSG member. Admin & moderators should record this event 

with wider admin team and make sure the membership is expedited for the new parent (s). In this situation, 

the Co-ordinator will be made aware as to monitor the transitional period correctly. 
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3 Policy Statement - Admin and Moderator Guidance: 

It is the duty of all CDSSG admins with access to the CDSSG social media platforms to adhere to the 

following guidance at all times: 

 

3.1 Angie Emrys-Jones is the Social Media Lead (SML) and is responsible for setting up and managing 

CDSSG's social media channels. Only those authorised to do so by the SML, in delegated authority 

by CDSSG Trustees will have access to these accounts and be given admin or moderator status. 

 

3.2 The CDSSG admins will be available and actively accessing the social media accounts on the 

agreed hours and days that they have signed up to on the Social Media Rota held in the closed 

CDSSG Admin Facebook Group. 

 

3.3 All admins on our social media accounts must be over 18, hold an up-to-date DBS check, have had 

Safeguarding training, understand and adhere to all CDSSG GDPR policies and be competent in 

using the platform that they operate (Instagram/Twitter/FB etc). 

 

3.4 Admins and those with a specific role within CDSSG such as Chair/Safeguarding etc will have a 

professional Facebook profile held on devices provided by CDSSG exclusively for admin duties or 

disseminating information or keeping up to date with CDSSG membership activity on our social 

media channels. 

 

3.5 Admins and those that hold professional profiles should be aware they are an ambassador for our 

charity and should always reflect CDSSG values in the content they post on CDSSG's social media 

channels. 

 

3.6 Admins and key staff or volunteers should always use their professional profile for any official 

activity in the private groups and for promoting events to a wider audience if appropriate. 

 

3.7 Professional profiles should not be ‘friends’ with CDSSG members on Facebook nor be ‘followed’ 
on Instagram. It should be remembered that in befriending (or similar act on any social media 

platform) it means that the professional profile has access to the member’s own personal social 

media accounts and therefore being privy to the confidential information held within ie personal 

information, pictures of children and lifestyle choices/preferences etc. 

 

3.8 All posts made by the admins on their professional profiles must be unrestricted (public). 

 

3.9 Admins must not block CDSSG members on their professional profile. 

 

3.10 CDSSG Members should be aware that they must not block admin’s professional Facebook profiles 

so that they do not miss out on vital CDSSG events or support information. 

 

3.11 Once staff or volunteers have left their role for CDSSG, all professional profiles should be either 

deleted or handed over to successors. 

 

3.12 Admin and professional profile activity should bring value to the CDSSG audience, answer 

members questions, help and engage with them in accordance with CDSSG values. 

 

3.13 Those posting/tweeting etc should take care with the presentation of content. Make sure that there 

are no typos, misspellings or grammatical errors. Also check the quality of images and permissions 

granted to post. 
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3.14 Admins and professional profiles should always pause and think before posting, reflecting on how 

the written word may be received by the reader and whether the context of the post is appropriate 

for comment. That said, reply should be made to comments in a timely manner, when a response is 

appropriate. 

 

3.15 Admin should not post content publicly about CDSSG members without their express permission. If 

using interviews, videos or photos that clearly identify a child, young person or potentially vulnerable 

adult, admin must ensure they have the consent of a parent or guardian or vulnerable adult before 

using them on social media via written and documented consent. 

 

3.16 Facebook ‘Events’ should only be created in the closed group, for members only. No public events 

should be created or shared on the public Facebook pages.  

 

3.17 Always check facts. CDSSG admin or professional profiles should not automatically assume that 

material is accurate and should take reasonable steps where necessary to seek verification, for 

example, by checking data/statistics and being wary of photo manipulation. 

 

3.18 Admin should not encourage people to break the law to supply material for social media, such as 

using unauthorised video footage. All relevant rights for usage must be obtained before publishing 

material. 

 

3.19 Admin should not set up other Facebook groups or pages, Twitter accounts or any other social 

media channels on behalf of CDSSG. This could confuse messaging and hinder project awareness. 

By having official social media accounts in place, the SLM can ensure consistency of the brand and 

the charity can focus on building a strong following. 

 

3.20 Admin and professional profiles should refrain from offering personal opinions via CDSSG’s social 
media accounts, either directly by commenting or indirectly by 'liking', 'sharing' or 'retweeting'. If you 

are in doubt about CDSSG's position on a particular issue, please speak to the SML. 

 

3.21 It is vital that CDSSG does not encourage others to risk their personal safety or that of others, to 

gather materials or content. For example, a video of a dangerous stunt or using hashtags that are 

inappropriate which link CDSSG members to campaigns that could cause harm or distress. 

 

3.22 If anyone, be that CDSSG Member/member of staff/volunteer/trustee/member of the general public, 

has an issue with any online communications, be that tweets/comments on Facebook, Messenger, 

YouTube or Instagram, then they should know how to report it and where to find the formal 

complaints policy. 

 

3.23 Admins and professional profiles must NOT allow others to use their accounts at any time, leave 

their accounts logged in on devices or allow others to have access in any way – children, partners, 

workforce in the home etc This is outlined in the GDPR Policy sections 9, 10 and 11. 

 

3.24 All new Facebook Group member requests should be fully vetted and a membership form 

completed before being accepted, however there are circumstances where support need is acute 

and the membership form process could delay a new family receiving help. In these instances, the 

family in acute need must either be referred by a local authority agency such as Treliske Hospital or 

Cornwall Council etc. The application should expedited, their entrance into the private CDSSG 

Facebook Group recorded with the wider admin team and the co-ordinator informed for application 

form follow up as soon as possible. 
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3.25 All content posted to the CDSSG social media platforms by admins and professional profiles should 

be appropriate, relevant & informative to our members and be in keeping with our aims of sharing 

information, friendship and support. Please see point 8 on the Committee Conduct Policy. 

 

3.26 An index of current passwords & log in details are held by CDSSG Data Protection Officer, admins 

must change passwords frequently in accordance to the GDPR Policy section 9 and point 2 of the 

Data Processing Guidelines Document. record those changes with the CDSSG Secretary promptly. 

 

3.27 ALL issues of concern arising from the moderation of the CDSSG social media outlets should be 

recorded in the CDSSG Admin Facebook Group and the appropriate considered reaction deployed 

as per this policy which will be held in the files section of the group. 

 

3.28 Should a members post or comment need to be deleted for any reason, the admin dealing with the 

matter should register the episode in the CDSSG Admin Facebook Group as soon as possible and 

where necessary contact the member to whom the post or comment belongs with an explanation. 

 

3.29 Admins should record all actions in ‘notes’ within the Admin Activity Tab on the Facebook Group or 
Page. 

 

3.30 Post and comment edit approval should be employed in all CDSSG closed Facebook groups to 

safeguard against inadvertent links to inappropriate or harmful material. 

 

3.31 All CDSSG Admins and Professional Profiles should be vigilant in identifying and raising any 

potential and actual safeguarding concerns and know how to access the CDSSG Safeguarding 

Policy and how to contact the Safeguarding Officer for CDSSG. 

 

3.32 Profanity settings on the CDSSG public Facebook pages should be set to the strictest and highest 

possible setting. 

 

3.33 Failure to comply with the principles laid out in this policy will result in admin status and 

volunteership being revoked, potentially with immediate effect and without warning. Please see 

section 5 of the CDSSG volunteer policy for further information on termination of volunteer roles. 

 

4 Duties and Responsibilities  

4.1 The CDSSG Board of Trustees will ensure this policy is implemented and regularly reviewed with 

the Social Media Lead and will reflect the changes made in response to platform changes and any issues 

arising from membership or public interactions. 

This policy has been communicated to the Board of Trustees of the Cornwall Down’s Syndrome Support 
Group and is available to our committee, group members and the public upon request. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Agreement to adhere to the CDSSG Social Media Policy: 

 

I have read and understood the CDSSG Social Media Policy outlined above and agree that in discharging 

my role as admin or moderator for CDSSG I will refer to and adhere to the guidance detailed in this policy 

at all times. 

 

Signed:                                                                                 Print Name: 

Date:                                                                                    Position:  


